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Power for communication Power for catering Power for intensive care

Power for complete reports Power for recreation Power for breakdowns

Power for warm snacks Power for construction

Power for DIY and hobby Power for mobile incident control Power for field hospitals

Power for on the road Power for emergency help Power for disaster control

Power for shows and demos

Mobile Power Solutions wherever and whenever...



Order the Mastervolt Mobile Powerbook 2007

The brand-new Mastervolt Mobile Powerbook 2007

will be published soon. This fully updated and com-

prehensive product catalogue offers you a wealth of

information on all Mastervolt products. Also included

are full specifications, the latest innovations and a wide

variety of suggestions for your system.

As a visitor to the Commercial Vehicle Show 2007, you

can order the Mobile Powerbook 2007 free of charge

by filling in and sending the reply coupon.
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‘POWER ON THE ROAD’ SYSTEMS

SINE WAVE INVERTERS & COMBI’S

DIESEL GENERATORS

AC & DC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

AUTOMATIC BATTERY CHARGERS

MAINTENANCE FREE BATTERIES

AROUND THE BATTERY - ACCESSORIES

SYSTEM MONITORING

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
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DC-DC convertersThe advantages of
a world-class brand

• Fuel saving and environmentally sound

• Tested for extreme conditions

• Compact and easy to install

• Shock-resistant, silent and lightweight

• Protected electronic components

• Easy-to-reach connections

• Simple operation with numerous automated

functions and extensive monitoring

• Clear multilingual documentation

Comprehensive service
and warranty

• Service network with authorised specialists

• System Check after initial installation

• A full 2-year product warranty

• Extensive Mastervolt Guarantee Plan

• On Site service and Rapid Switch

Maximum power for your
money: Advice on your
system from Mastervolt

Good advice is of great value. Mastervolt

specialists are pleased to help ensure that your

electrical system precisely matches your needs

and required comfort levels. A generator may

appear the most obvious solution, but if you

add a battery installation run time will be

minimised.

And the combination with solar power also

offers new horizons.

Let Mastervolt's experienced team set you on

the right path: See www.mastervolt.com for

more smart ideas and distribution points.

On the road or in remote locations. In an ambulance or a camper.

On a film set. Mastervolt offers you ‘the power to be independent’,

with a comprehensive range of products for every conceivable part

of your system. Regardless of your requirements - 12 or 24 V DC,

120 or 230 V AC, or customised power - we will ensure that all

your electrical equipment works seamlessly. Everywhere and at

all times.

The power to be independent The “complete choice” of mobile systems


